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Abstract: Knowledge management (KM) program development has historically been a major obstacle for small and midsize enterprises (SME’s) to achieve. In this theoretical study, we illustrate how many SMEs struggle to develop knowledge management programs along with general knowledge transfers. Therefore, the authors will link the competency cluster validation model, the Motivations-Attributes-Skills-Knowledge Model (MASK), with the SMEs’ knowledge management program development to address the challenges a SME faces in developing a KM program. The MASK is an upward focused, sequential competency validation model providing ease and speed of implementation for SMEs when developing a knowledge management program. The Motivations-Attributes-Skills-Knowledge Competency Cluster Validation Model (MASK) could successfully serve as a foundation and process for the construction of a knowledge management program in a SME. It also addresses the main challenges facing SME’s as they struggle to develop knowledge management programs along with general knowledge transfers. This paper follows a format provided in A. T. Arikan’s Interfirm Knowledge Exchanges and the Knowledge Exchanges Capability of Clusters (Arikan, 2009) in that it illustrates eight (8) proposal that could aid a SME in developing a knowledge management program. This theoretical study also followed the Critical Incident Technique (CIT) method as this methodology provides a productive practical framework for this theoretical study (Flanagan, 1954). This research outlines several proposals pertaining to each step in the MASK and how they serve as strong foundation for SME’s to develop a KM program. Further, this theoretical study relates each step of the MASK and how it functions in developing a SME knowledge management.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Today’s employees are exposed to more information in their work than any other time in history, which makes knowledge management (KM) a critical skill-set need for employees and a critical strategy for SME’s. Employees in SME’s, like those in large organizations, must be able to deploy knowledge management in their work or they will quickly reach a point of diminishing returns (Argote, 1999). However, SME’s have generally struggled with developing a knowledge management program due mainly to their inability to consolidate knowledge management assets and the time needed to refine the knowledge into a viable knowledge management program (Arikan, 2009). This challenges a SME’s ability to realize the benefits of a knowledge management program or the time needed to carry out this concept. Over the past few decades, the concept of competency clusters has become popular and widespread in both theory and practice (Navickas & Malakauskaitė, 2009). Competency cluster modeling is quickly becoming the knowledge management development standard, as well as measurement and performance management standard for this century (Gaimon & Bailey, 2013). However, knowledge management development efforts have not addressed the complicated process of competency cluster validation models for SME’s to aid these types of organizations in developing their knowledge management programs. A major gap in literature exists related to the expansion of a defined process of developing comprehensive competency cluster validation models, specifically those related to SME knowledge management. This study will show that the MASK and knowledge management go hand-in-hand in putting SMEs in a much better position to manage the increasing amount of knowledge that these organizations are collecting on an
ongoing basis. The primary effort pertaining to competency cluster work and knowledge management development focuses on the most basic work skill activities that do little more than keep SME’s compliant with various laws and little else (Mojibi, et.al, 2015).

If the SME takes the time to implement a knowledge management program by meeting specific goals that build on the competency cluster, the SME emerges in a much stronger position to meet their keep objectives. The major purpose of this theoretical study will focus on the introduction of the MASK as it relates to developing knowledge management strategies in SME’s. This model will allow SME’s to review the knowledge management aspects they possess to understand what is needed by them to develop a comprehensive knowledge management program. This theoretical study will also provide a component driven process for SME’s to compartmentalize their knowledge management. It also links a set of competencies into a cluster with a need in each component to develop a knowledge management program that best fits their needs. The model will also allow these types of organizations to use knowledge management as a competitive advantage and in some cases, to enhance their very survival. The last key purpose of this theoretical study will be to utilize this model to illustrate the importance of knowledge management to SME’s, which has typically been utilized in a haphazard manner or not at all by these types of organizations (Mojibi, et.al, 2015). The development of a theoretical framework related to the implications of the MASK characteristics on the knowledge management in SME’s will be one of the critical aspects of this study. It also focuses on the identification of a competency cluster validation model in aiding SME’s to address the knowledge management challenge and exploiting knowledge management opportunities for SME’s and will also provide a vision related to the current activities being undertaken, with regard to competency clustering, by the SME sector (Brahma & Mishra, 2016). Last, this theoretical study ascribes to the premise that the MASK is a competency cluster validation model that exceeds traditional competency cluster models, such as the knowledge-skills-ability (KSA) in addressing knowledge management challenges & opportunities (Gonzalez, & Martins, 2014). In this aspect, the study will illustrate the specific steps in the MASK as they pertain to addressing specific SME knowledge management competency clusters. The present study investigates a specific and challenging managerial activity, which is the role of the competency cluster knowledge management (Lippert & Gáaill, 2014). Lastly, the MASK provides a balance of qualitative and quantitative factors in addressing the SME KM (Stevens, 2005)

2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND PROPOSITIONS

Knowledge management has become a critical need within SMEs. Knowledge management is typically defined as a discipline that promotes an integrated approach to identifying, capturing, evaluating, retrieving, and sharing all of a company’s information assets (Vivas, et.al 2016). The importance of knowledge management for the SME venture is evident, as differences in performance are driven by differences in knowledge levels and requirements (Wilkund & Shepherd, 2003). Without a productive knowledge management program, the effort of knowledge transfer and development will be severely inhibited. The requirements for successful implementation of knowledge management include gaining a complete understanding of the relevant business culture through the different levels of the organizational hierarchy, as well as identifying vital factors for success (Ward, 2004). The SME decides between proceeding with or abandoning an opportunity, or investing further in knowledge acquisition through managing information about the attractiveness of an opportunity (Tubigi & Alshawi, 2015). This becomes a demarcation point for the SME as to whether they pursue a knowledge management program. Obstacles or constraints to attempts to constitute knowledge as an organizational resource have been previously dealt with in the context of organizational learning perspectives; however, there still remain barriers toward making learning available and all-pervasive throughout organizations (Lippard & Gaail, 2014). It is reasonable to value knowledge in financial or economic terms; it is also important to consider the problems which make it difficult to extract and transfer knowledge within specific organizational settings (Jain & Moreno, 2015). Gagne (1962) argues that procedural material should be organized into a series of sequential steps that should be analyzed and divided into subunits (Argote, 1999).

The work by Gagne and other pioneers in this field provided the foundation for both the study of competency clusters as well as knowledge management (Argote, 1999). Yet most of their work and the work of others within these areas have focused mainly on basic trade skill competencies and large
organizations as opposed to SMEs (Brown, Bruno, & Cooper 2012). Within the series of sequential competency cluster steps in which competencies are mastered, the employees must master each step before the entire procedure is undertaken and thus validated as per the MASK process. Therefore, the competency cluster could play an important role here. If the SME takes the time to implement a knowledge management program by meeting specific goals that build on the competency cluster, the SME emerges in a much stronger position to meet their critical objectives. Current competency cluster modeling and knowledge management efforts focus heavily upon processes and systems as they pertain to rudimentary skills along with basic job skills (Dubois, 1993). However, knowledge management requires competency assessments that go beyond elementary skills and involve more advanced skills, especially in today’s workplace and the future workplace. As mentioned previously in this theoretical study, the MASK is a sequentially driven process that involves mastering competencies in each step. These competencies are then clustered to address the targeted competency cluster. The first step in the MASK is the environmental scan in which the external and internal environments related to the SME are examined as it relates to the identified competency cluster(s) needed to aid SMEs in developing a knowledge management program. Environmental scanning is a process of identifying trends that are most likely to impact the knowledge management components within a SME (Mojibi, et al., 2015). A critical component in developing the environment scan of the MASK is scanning both internal environment and external environments. The means by which organizations gather information on changing environmental conditions is a critical aspect related to developing a viable environmental scan process (Baron & Ensley, 2006). This step provides a foundation for the MASK’s ability to further the SME’s knowledge management process as the environments are scanned to benefit the subsequent opportunity recognition emerging from this model. Once the SME adequately identifies trends, through environmental scanning, it can craft a strategy that will help them address the changes related to knowledge management (Tubigi & Alshawi, 2015). Developing the needs assessment requires the SME to incorporate the trends and observations collected through the environmental scan into a process where it serves as a vital step in the MASK and addressing the SME knowledge management competency cluster. The needs assessment step is followed by the motivation, attributes, skills and knowledge steps that create the desired competency cluster, which in this case is a SME KM program.

2.1. Environmental Scan

Proposition 1 - Environmental Scan: The appropriate use of an internal and external environmental scan creates more opportunities to develop subsequent steps of the competency cluster model validation related to knowledge management in a SME. The stronger the environmental scan, the more reliable this model becomes as critical external and internal factors are identified. The correct use of internal and external environmental scans will allow a researcher to identify a strong set of competencies needed to refine a more robust competency cluster. The wider the breadth of environmental scanning related to the knowledge management is required in the building of a foundation to develop this model.

Environmental scanning is an organization’s insightful monitoring of its external and internal environments. By undertaking this monitoring effort, an organization can generally detect early signs of threats, opportunities and other items that may influence its current and future plans (Cope, 2005). Among the key of aspects environmental scanning related to the MASK is the fitness for use, which typically allows the information to be logical, doable, actionable and timely. This provides the parameters needed to put the SME in position to build off this step in the model regarding its fitness for use information in a SME KM. In this step in the model, the SME must continuously scan its external and external to looking for new possibilities. It aids the SME to identify the trends that are most likely to directly affect the SME (Robles, 2016). The first aspect that must be dealt with in an environment scan is to set some parameters on the type of the environmental scanning process. Ideally, the process will be able to devise a cause-and-effect process related to key findings that can be processed through the environmental scan (Cope, 2013). Along with identifying possible trends and refining possibilities, the environmental scan should allow the MASK to create strategies that will help SME to take advantage of inevitable changes that will confront it in the future. This step in the MASK should allow the SME to further devise the competency cluster strategies and allowing the model to be agile in developing the rest of the model.
2.2. Needs Assessment

Proposition 2: Needs Assessment – The higher the degree of the needs assessment components related to the knowledge management process allows for the critical aspects that characterize a competency cluster to be clearly identified as in need of action. In identifying these competencies, they continue to build on the target competency cluster. By undertaking a successful needs assessment, the more opportunities arise for the continued development of the competency cluster and future direction to address the knowledge management needs within the MASK.

A needs assessment is a systematic process for determining and addressing needs, or "gaps" between current conditions and desired conditions or "wants" (Shane & Eckhardt 2005). In the case of knowledge management, it focuses on the discrepancy between the current knowledge collection competency and the desired knowledge management condition, which must be measured to appropriately identify the need (Taylor, 2015). The need can be a desire to improve current performance or to correct a deficiency among other knowledge management needs in a SME through identifying competencies to aid in constructing a KM competency cluster (Baron and Ensley, 2006). The needs assessment can be an effective tool to clarify challenges and identify appropriate interventions and/or solutions to address potential infinite needs to put SME’s in a better position to develop and manage an efficient KM competency cluster program. By clearly identifying the challenges or opportunities, finite resources can be directed towards developing and implementing a feasible and applicable knowledge management solution (Mojibi, et.al, 2015). Gathering appropriate and sufficient knowledge competency informs the process of developing an effective product that will address the SME knowledge management competency. Needs assessments are only effective when they are ends-focused and provide evidence that can be used to determine which of the possible means-to-the-ends are most effective and efficient for achieving the desired knowledge management results (Irwin, 2008). There are many tools to gather information about employee performance that can work best in different circumstances in building the SME knowledge management competency cluster. Needs assessments generally evaluate the level of organizational performance as it relates to what a SME needs to address in the development of a knowledge management program (Acs, et.al. 2009). The needs assessment examines the motivations, attribute, skills, and knowledge competencies required for effective SME knowledge management (Stevens, 2005). The assessment analyzes how well an individual employee is doing a job and determines the individual's capacity to do new or different work (Hauser, 2014). Individual assessments provide information on which to build and manage a SME KM program. The needs assessment aspect of the MASK is assessing the right information, combined with the right adaptations, to determine the critical next step in the model, which is the task analysis, to better provide the SME future viability as it relates to knowledge management program in an SME through competency clusters (DiPasquale &McInerney 2010).

2.3. Task Analysis

Proposition 3: Task Analysis - The task analysis step presents specific competencies that need to be addressed to construct the SME knowledge management program. It also creates a positive relationship link between the needs assessment and the motivational steps in the MASK in relation to moving from the pre-work aspects to the action steps in the MASK as it relates to further constructing the SME knowledge management program through a competency cluster process.

The task analysis aspect of the MASK builds off of the needs assessment that is achieved in the second step of the MASK (Stevens, 2011). Tasks may be identified and defined at multiple levels of abstraction as required to support the purpose of the analysis. Task analysis focuses on the examination of how a task is accomplished, including a detailed description of activities, task and element durations, task frequency, task allocation, task complexity, environmental conditions, and any other unique factors involved in or required for one or more people to perform a given task (Tubigi&Alshawi, 2015). Task analysis is a hierarchical representation of what steps it takes to perform a task for which there is a goal and for which there is some lowest-level "action" or interaction among humans and/or machines (Mojibi, et.al, 2015). A knowledge management task analysis, for example, is an analysis of SME performance requirements which, if not accomplished in accordance with system requirements, will likely have a negative impact on the SME knowledge management program. Task analysis may be comprised of specific tasks and be analyzed as time
motion studies, among other measurement processes, along with other types of work-related core competencies (Hetzner & Gruber, 2015). The knowledge management task analysis is applied to modern work environments, such as intellectual capital and other modern knowledge management work related tasks where less manual work occurs as opposed to the knowledge worker environment.

2.4. Motivation

Proposition 4: Motivation – The motivation step encompasses the amount of drive that will be deployed by the SME in developing competencies and maintaining the competency cluster driven knowledge management program. As the MASK transitions from the pre-work stage to the action stage, this step creates the environment to create an effective knowledge management program. Motivating change is a critical aspect in this step of the MASK as it allows for logical risk taking to drive effectiveness of the knowledge management program. Motivation within the MASK develops the modality for activating the knowledge management program within a SME. The more SME’s can cluster motivational competencies to follow the needs assessment and task-analysis steps, the more opportunities arise within the model to develop the subsequent steps in the MASK competency cluster.

The motivation step is the first step in the action section; the fourth step in the model; and the first step in the application aspect in the creation of the MASK of a SME knowledge management program, which compels one to action and provides an application foundation for the other application steps (Figure 1). According to the research, motivation has rarely been formally implemented into a competency cluster model as is the case with the MASK (Chatterjee, 2014). Typically research in this area has focused on knowledge, skills and abilities (KSA’s) (Sorenson, Rivkin & Fleming, 2006). KSA’s are more suited to the workforce of the past and does not take into consideration the new dynamics of the workplace of today in which qualitative factors play a larger role. The MASK allows for the important qualitative factors to become an integral part of the competency cluster process. They are placed at the front end of the MASK to provide a foundation based on the unique challenge they pose. Without successfully employing these steps, a competency cluster related to a SME knowledge management cannot successfully be developed (Stevens, 2011). This is based on the premise that qualitative factors are more difficult to measure and manage than are quantitative factors. The MASK asserts that motivation is the pathway to developing a fully integrated and functional competency cluster validation to meet the demands of the SME knowledge management. Motivation can be developed as a source of energy influencing the workplace and drives the SME knowledge management program (Chatterjee, 2014).

Table 1. Motivations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Impact on SME’s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hetzner, Helmut, and Gruber, 2015</td>
<td>Personal initiative and self-efficacy significantly positively affect reflection at work.</td>
<td>Increases the impact of a productive environment for developing a KM program characterized by interpersonal trust, mutual respect &amp; supportive cooperation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanthournout, et al.</td>
<td>The climate typically links KM and process organizations driving employee motivation.</td>
<td>The SME should mediate the link between good KM and organizing management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor, 2015</td>
<td>There is a relationship between people and their work environment that affects motivation to work and perform.</td>
<td>The potential for change in motivation should take place in the work environment and nurturing this premise in the development of the KM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seemann &amp; Seemann, 2015</td>
<td>Motivation can help to increase satisfaction and achievements of employees and thus boost the effectiveness of organizations.</td>
<td>A critical factor in the development of the KM is related to organizational effectiveness that drives organizing knowledge for SME’s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The process of motivation is derived from the enjoyment of knowledge competency collection in the development of a SME knowledge management program where the process itself acts as the incentive (Hauser, 2014). The SME knowledge management program must be able to motivate employees to make them meet the requirements in terms of qualification and professional experience, attitude towards work and deploying the SME knowledge management program. Motivation also targets the energy and enthusiasm (compelling to action) of people on knowledge management program competency cluster (Navickas & Malakauskaite, 2009). It has not only the role of determining people to work, but has also the property to determine them to perform their work as well, which requires
optimum exploitation of physical and intellectual resources of employees (Stevens, 2011). The aim of this level of the research is to reveal the motivation of cluster operations and to demonstrate the importance of the knowledge management in the efficient and sustainable operations throughout an SME (Lippert & Gaail, 2014). The motivation step is a key action for developing a fully integrated and functional competency cluster validation to meet the demands of today’s world of work. Motivation plays a crucial role of determining people to work as well as compelling optimal exploitation of physical and intellectual resources in developing the competency cluster model related to SME knowledge management competency cluster model.

2.5. Attributes

Proposition 5: Attributes - Attributes are a key factor in creating relationships related to the MASK and thus the development of the SME knowledge management program. They also encompass the challenges that stress and value-added aspects created for the SME knowledge management program. By leveraging attribute competencies, the SME can create the norms, and thus the culture that will be found in their knowledge management competency cluster program. The same attributes found within a competency cluster, the more opportunities arise for the qualitative knowledge management program to consolidate and advance the quantitative steps to drive the overall SME knowledge management competency cluster validation model.

Table 2. Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Impact on SME’s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marlow, 2016</td>
<td>Exploring attributes and behaviors that can develop relationships intended to better understand how a KM program works in an organization.</td>
<td>Attributes and behaviors drive relationships are intended to uncover the manner in which KM can be leveraged to facilitate effective work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sackett &amp; Walmsley, 2014</td>
<td>Attributes such as conscientiousness and agreeableness are important for success across many jobs.</td>
<td>The degree to which employees in SME’s can deal with stress, environmental factors, and interact positively with coworkers and customers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raver, Ehrhart &amp; Chadwick, 2016</td>
<td>Examines the antecedents of organizational citizenship behavior helping norms in SME's, specifically with regard to how members' personality, values, and beliefs predict the emergence of helping norms.</td>
<td>How helping norms are influenced by having at least one member with various levels of attributes that may influence helping-norm development such as those related to conscientiousness, agreeableness, other oriented values, personal helping beliefs can aide an SME.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee, To, &amp; Billy, 2013</td>
<td>Attributepatterns and their associated performance levels were examined including team use, organizational support, clear goals, collaborative climate, coercive influence and adaptation difficulty.</td>
<td>Different attributepatterns achieved markedly different levels of performance, which provides learning opportunities within SME’s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This study advances the idea that identifiable individual attributes determine, in part, the meaning one attaches to work (Shea, Van Fossen & Vredenburgh, 2014). The measurement and assessment of attributes is focused upon the various properties, qualities, and characteristics needed to successfully negotiate the MASK process. This aspect of the MASK should encompass past aspects of quasi-competency cluster models, which are terms such as attitude, values, integrity, qualities, principles, maturity, accountability, etc. (Prasad & Tran, 2016). They internalize the values and mission of the organization or competencies, such as personality of the employees, job satisfaction levels, and organizational culture – all such competencies which could have influenced their knowledge management in MASK (Bryson, 2016). Through the research pertaining to the development of the MASK, findings support that attributes generally encompass non-technical, value-added aspects of competency cluster mastery (Brown, Bruno & Cooper, 2012). The attribute levels expand and add to the motivation aspects of the MASK in that it brings value-added competencies to a cultural and work environment. Work attributes enjoyment refers to the level of pleasure derived from work (Shea-Van Fossen & Vredenburgh, 2014). Similarly, many theories, such as Vroom’s (1964) expectancy theory, derive from an individually focused view that suggests that rational self-interest drives work
behaviors as individuals pursue goals that maximize one's utility, based on rational calculation (Dipasqua & McInerney, 2010). This attribute level allows the researcher to take information ascertained within the previous components as well as such aspects, abilities, etc. and further refine them to meet the KM competency cluster objectives. The participating SME’s provided the evidence related to the assessment and/or implementation of attributes within their competency clustering efforts. Factors such as personality of the employees, job satisfaction levels, and organizational culture will drive this level of the study (Irwin, 2008). Rational self-interest attributes drive work behaviors as individuals pursue goals that maximize one’s utility based on rational calculation, which also has a significant impact on this level of the study.

2.6. Skills

Proposition 6: Skills - The skills step focuses on both hard and soft skills, which are often limited in scope in these types of KM activities. The component of the skills associated with the opportunities for SME knowledge management are directly linked to the competency cluster objectives and are a quantifiable component in this model. Skills exchanged within the competency cluster creates a more positive relationship between the number of opportunities for knowledge exchanges and the collective skill exchanges within the competency cluster validation model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Impact on SME’s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robles, 2012</td>
<td>Hard skills are the technical expertise and knowledge needed for a job. Soft skills are interpersonal qualities, also known as people skills, and personal attributes that one possesses.</td>
<td>While both types of skills are critical to a SME’s success, too often they focus on hard skills. Yet soft skills like integrity, communication, courtesy, responsibility, social skills, positive attitude, professionalism, flexibility, teamwork, and work ethic are as critical as hard skills for a SME.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prasad &amp; Tran, 2013</td>
<td>Studied worker's incentives to invest in nonverifiable skills related to the context of recent innovative work practices, where jobs have become more flexible. The article suggests an alternative approach: firms promote workers only when they acquire both firm specific skills and general skills.</td>
<td>This scheme reveals information about the general skill to competing firms, which in turn allows the firm to credibly reward firm specific skills within the SME. Further, SME’s have an incentive to pay for general training to induce firm specific skills and they are more likely to pay for it when jobs are flexible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gould &amp; Schoonover, 2009</td>
<td>Business leaders indicate they need workers with higher levels of skills than those of current employees. These skills include the ability to communicate, reason, problem solve, make decisions, function within a team format, and become leaders. Creative and critical thinking are included within all of these skills.</td>
<td>SME’s can provide enrichment experiences that focus on creative and critical thinking within the work environment. Several creative problem solving programs can be incorporated into internal training programs providing the opportunity to learn and practice work place skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryson, 2015</td>
<td>This article argues that a focus on human capability and its development can be used to rethink the high skills policy visions over recent decades.</td>
<td>Human capability conceptions encourage a more holistic appreciation and systemic analysis of the impact of social arrangements on people's opportunity to flourish at work, and in life. The holistic approach to skill development allows the SME to better develop and manage a KM program.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The skills level is the sixth level of the MASK and involves the knowledge management tools that drive the process that the MASK focuses upon pertaining to the quantifiable mastery related to a specified competency cluster. Jain & Moreno, (2015) define skills as application capabilities required to accomplish a particular set of skill-based objectives. Today’s workers deal with a significant amount of information apparatus and, thus, skills should focus on these types of skill sets. In the case of the SME knowledge management, skills are measured in hard data, such as the ability to operate a...
specific type of knowledge apparatus (Prasad & Tran, 2016). However, today’s workplace goes well beyond basic skills and apparatus operation to those related to knowledge and critical thinking, among others that address today’s SME work management requirements and needs. This aspect of the MASK is the most often utilized and measured with regard to a SME’s competency cluster process. While this aspect of the MASK seems to be the quickest and easiest aspect to implement and measure, unless adequately focused, it does not provide an all-inclusive and successful competency cluster model. Further, while skills can often be obtained for the other aspects of the MASK, they must be included so as to drive a successful competency cluster process, because they are the set of skills-based objectives that are utilized and measured as part of the SME knowledge management program.

The knowledge management data is then refined and moved upward to the skills level of the MASK to address the knowledge step of the MASK. The importance of building absorptive capacity to facilitate skills transfer from external sources is critical in this step of the MASK (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990). In particular, skills are acquired to assess the value of the opportunity and determine whether it should be pursued or abandoned, which defines how this steps fit within the MASK. Ward (2004) showed that skills may limit a person’s views and thereby inhibit creativity along with more comprehensive skills required for a successful SME knowledge management program. However, the overall parameters of the MASK allow for creativity to become a critical aspect of the SME knowledge management program. Shane and Bailey (2013) considered the circumstances that made it more likely for a person to pursue an opportunity based on the discovery of a new skill. By adopting the skill-based view of the firm, a fundamental shift in operational skills becomes embedded in the SME knowledge management program including procedures and processes (Gaimon, 2008).

2.7. Knowledge

Proposition 7: Knowledge - Knowledge is the logical conclusion of the competency cluster model. Knowledge allows for the various steps in the model to flow through sequential processes and serves as the last step in validating the various competencies as a part of the targeted competency cluster. The higher the level of cooperative and systematic processes, the stronger the positive relationship between the number of opportunities for knowledge management exchanges and the number of validated exchanges within the competency cluster. Knowledge develops concepts and processes to create a modality that combines all the previous steps to create a climate conducive for meeting the competency cluster objectives and thus, a SME knowledge management program.

In the MASK knowledge phase, knowledge is acquired to enable the SME to effectively undertake decision making under uncertainty to the SME knowledge management framework and thus process the previous MASK. Dynamic learning perspectives of SME employees to understand how knowledge management activities change throughout the MASK phases of the program’s life cycle occur. Knowledge is a key driver of SME alertness and creativity, both of which impact the quality and quantity of opportunities and innovations discovered (Gaimon & Bailey, 2013). This phase explores the challenges of managing knowledge during the development of the product or technology, including the trade-off between exploration and exploitation. A critical component of this step in the MASK is the knowledge development and transfer, which focuses on the trade-off between exploration and exploitation of knowledge (Acs, et. al, 2009). The knowledge phase of the MASK process enhances efficiency and effectiveness of the knowledge management processes. Understanding the knowledge phase of the MASK and, thus the SME knowledge management competency cluster, allows for innovation and creativity to enhance both the model and the SME KM strategies. It will also allow for the measurement of the impact related to the quality and quantity of knowledge opportunities and innovations discovered within the model (Mojibi, et.al, 2015). The final key to this phase of the MASK will be to explore the challenges of managing knowledge and the transfer of the knowledge in the development of the model along with the SME knowledge management. SMEs will generally form the MASK competency cluster process in order to learn from their knowledge experience. Knowledge serves as the foundation for the SME knowledge management program as well as the final step to validate the competency cluster (Navickas & Malakauskaitė, 2009).
Table 4. Knowledge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Impact on SME’s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vivas, Sobreiro &amp; Claudino, 2014</td>
<td>The study identified advantages in the use of knowledge concepts in complex process models and in classifying the knowledge used in decisions. This could facilitate the definition of training actions articulated with the organization real needs.</td>
<td>Affords the systematization of the business processes related to the structured work and the use of knowledge management concepts in the exception handling of the KM processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanthournout, et al., 2014</td>
<td>Explored the role of motivation as a mediating factor between workplace climate factors and knowledge acquisition in modern organizations. It also investigated the direct and indirect links between perceptions of the workplace climate, motivation to gain knowledge and approaches to KM in the workplace.</td>
<td>Both workplace climate factors and motivation directly influence SME’s approaches to knowledge acquisition and management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin, Chen, Hsu, &amp; Fu, 2015</td>
<td>Illustrates knowledge as an intensive task related to both the worker and the enterprise. It also showed that problem solving competence is largely determined whether the members can effectively utilize knowledge resources.</td>
<td>Having complement knowledge, allocating knowledge in right position, and knowing the allocation of resources are critical for SME KM success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weinberg, 2015</td>
<td>Presented a knowledge-sharing model that explains individual members’ motivation to share knowledge across the enterprise.</td>
<td>Demonstrates how beliefs in the SME KM can stimulate one's intrinsic desire to engage in knowledge-sharing behaviors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.8. Competency Clusters

Proposition 8: Competency Clusters – This step in the MASK links the steps and identified clusters within the MASK and the objectives put forth in the competency cluster. It is critical that the objectives set forth in the competency cluster and those identified in the MASK allow the SME knowledge management program to meet the expected outcomes. By linking the critical competencies to create a competency cluster, it allows for a more focused assessment and development of the critical factors in a SME knowledge management program. The competency cluster step also reaffirms the MASK modality in addressing the SME knowledge management program. In summation, the competency cluster is the objectivity of the MASK as it relates to clustering specified competencies into knowledge management program for a SME.

The last major significant factor of this study pertains to its sequential competency cluster validation, which in this case is the development of a KM for the SME. When the phases within the identified competency cluster concludes, there is significant uncertainty about the true value of the opportunity (Baron and Ensley, 2006). Determinant factors of cluster success have been identified by using competency cluster factors, such as the operational activity of the cluster, as well as the satisfaction of the members in the field of innovation and productivity (Lippert & Gaál, 2014). Mapping the competency factors that have been developed within the MASK framework to develop effective competency clusters allows for the MASK to follow a defined sequential process. Thus, the competencies link together through the sequential process in order to mutually support their specific aspects, the model and the specific competency, which, in this case, is the SME knowledge management program (Dubois, 2003)). Competency clusters in small and medium-sized enterprises can be seen as an important mechanism for spurring innovation and dynamic economic development. Cluster companies are motivated to compete with one another and it induces their innovativeness. Competency clusters create an environment for innovation and knowledge advancement, which supports the SME knowledge management premise (Tubigii & Alshawi, 2015). Through competency cluster validation, SME’s gain additional benefits that include know-how, cost-saving options, innovative solutions, etc. (Acs, et. al, 2009). Competency clusters intertwine the knowledge management components in order to achieve the effect of synergy in various competencies and improve their performance in the MASK and, thus, the SME knowledge management program. The MASK competency cluster model is a productive and innovative improvement tool that not only allows for the transfer of knowledge within the SME, but within the growing competitiveness in their
target markets (Sorenson, et.al, 2007). The last major factor of the competency cluster relates to the economic advancement, social development, and cultural imprint, as well as by using the model in generating new jobs (Navickas&Malakauskaitė, 2009). The knowledge management competency cluster enables the association of company specializations belonging to different components of a value chain to promote more extensive cooperation (Sorenson, et.al., 2006). It allows for a more rapid use of knowledge transfer through the ease of access to critical information. The association of these specializations further promotes the collaboration of meeting critical company objectives. This aspect further allows the SME knowledge management program to grow in depth, scope and ease of access. When a SME employs the MASK competency cluster related to developing and advancing its knowledge management, the possibilities to obtain better external resources and increase the capacity to share internal resources with key stakeholder populations is obtained. The competency cluster validation step is a logical capstone to the sequential process contained in the MASK.

Table 5. Competency Clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Impact on SME’s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Navickas, et.al, 2009</td>
<td>SME’s tend to utilize their competencies, reduce various costs, consolidate limited resources, and hereby increase their productivity, innovativeness, and profitability.</td>
<td>SMEs may gain additional benefits that include know-how, cost-saving options, innovative solutions, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwin, 2008</td>
<td>Explores the concept of competencies as a viable bridge to employer engagement through three applications: work related skill sets, standards and professionalism.</td>
<td>By offsetting competencies with competency clusters, especially related to quality and vocational competencies the SME can advance their critical needs to be successful in their sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chanduvi, Lama &amp; Morey, 2015</td>
<td>The studied found grouped in clusters, an individual's learning is proportional to the motivation provided to him or her.</td>
<td>It is necessary for SME’s to know the key aspects of each individual in the formation of competencies that are grouped into clusters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burgaz, 2008</td>
<td>The competitiveness of individuals in the labor market depends not only on their vocational competences, but also on whether they have employability competences and whether they can continuously develop them.</td>
<td>SMEs need to raise their awareness of employability competences so as to develop a common employability competences framework to create the relevant competency clusters the SME needs to be successful.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

The focus of the MASK in the development of a knowledge management program within a SME, including the need to illustrate knowledge management, further illustrates the focus of this theoretical study. The successful SME acquires skills during discovery by mimicking success from other SMEs, competitors, employees, suppliers, and customers (Shane, 2000). Knowledge assets are created through exploration or exploitation of specific factors (Mojibi, et. al, 2015). The transfer of preliminary knowledge, whose value is limited due to uncertainty in the SME marketplace, wastes resources as the recipient team responds to incorrect information (Terwiesch, Loch, De Meyer, 2002). The nature of knowledge management during the evolution of its life cycle focuses on knowledge discovery, to assess SME, to sort and then to knowledge management development. Alternatively, transferring knowledge into an effective knowledge management program too late may delay market impact and effectiveness for the SME. This challenge can cripple SMEs as their ability to quickly seize opportunities often dictates their level of success or survival. Lee at al. (2016), showed that the timing of knowledge transfers is critical to the SME knowledge management program. The timing of knowledge transfer is critical based on the need to get logical, doable, actionable, and timely information in the hands of decision makers at the right time. Further, the decision impact on a SME in more impactful related to knowledge transfer. Ozkan, et al. (2011), argued that knowledge management strategies are needed to maximize the expected total revenue from the development of organizational knowledge and is critical in the transfer of knowledge. Uncertainty can be foreseeable, where the nature of risk is understood, or unforeseeable and characterized by the inability to articulate key drivers of uncertainty related to the knowledge transfer within the SME knowledge management program (Gaimon, & Bailey, 2013). Developing a
framework is critical for knowledge transfer for leveraging knowledge management for SME success. In this framework, we describe key knowledge transfer related to SME objectives and capabilities as well as demonstrating the significance of knowledge management as a driver of value. Studies show that in an environment with foreseeable uncertainty and low complexity, the venture’s performance is higher using knowledge transfer (Gaimon & Bailey, 2012). Knowledge transfer encompasses tacit knowledge retained in individuals and structural knowledge, which accumulates due to the codification of tacit knowledge as reflected in routines, procedures, manufacturing processes, and information systems (Tubigi & Alshawi, 2015).

Table 6. Knowledge Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Impact on SME’s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bharadwaj et al 2016</td>
<td>KM is often a function of informal activities &amp; is a critical component of creating a knowledge infrastructure</td>
<td>Comprise creation/acquisition, storage, dissemination, and application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brahma &amp; Mishra 2015</td>
<td>Means for tapping collective intelligence and skills of employees to create greater organization knowledge</td>
<td>Develops a collaborative approach to managing knowledge in a more focused and agile manner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoffman, Lopez, &amp; Medeiros 2016</td>
<td>KM is transferred amongst SME’s operating in industrial clusters along with KM being multi-dimensional</td>
<td>Allows KM to circulate through a SME to strengthen the SME’s KM program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiPasquale &amp; McInerney, 2010</td>
<td>Face the same KM issues as large organizations, but face boundaries in the development &amp; implementation of KM programs</td>
<td>Creates a challenge for SME’s to understand that they need to only add KM assets that will directly impact their core competency clusters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUSION

This theoretical study explored the challenges related to managing knowledge management in SME. Through this theoretical study, the illustration of SMEs that participate in clusters can benefit from specialized knowledge management programs, which increases possibilities to expand their markets, which increases the SME’s ability to meet the needs of their clients and reduce the cost in producing the service and/or product (Tubigi & Alshawi, 2015). Within this aspect of the model, the use of the MASK in constructing a SME knowledge management allows the company to develop a more qualified workforce along with encouraging the active knowledge transfer within the SME. The model serves as a natural fit pertaining to the development of knowledge management programs in a SME. The individual components and overall process allows for the various aspects of the program to be de-constructed and then re-constructed, meeting the needs and objectives of the MSE. Navickas & Malakauskaite (2009), proposed that the productivity of SME knowledge management competency clusters is determined mainly by the following factors:

- The better access to specific information through knowledge transfer.
- Broad supply of knowledge management for the labor force.
- Better access to knowledge management resources.
- Better economies of scale through the knowledge transfer and knowledge management objectives.
- Use of knowledge management benefits to cluster company objectives to complement one another.

The MASK process, in support of SME knowledge management, fosters an entrepreneurial culture by bringing together motivation, attributes, skills, and knowledge through the competency cluster model. It also drives resilience to withstand problems and maintain efficiency and sustainability through using the MASK to not only manage knowledge, but also to transfer knowledge. In using the MASK to create a SME knowledge management program, the stakeholders are able to forge links between these populations in a more effective manner. By using the MASK to create a knowledge management program, SMEs can develop more productive communications and decision-making structures. Through the use of a knowledge management, SMEs tend to minimize their costs.
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through specialization of knowledge transfer (Navickas & Malakauskaitė, 2009). The potential for further research is significant as it can be used other SME functions ranging from decision making, to workforce development, or managerial decision making, along with nearly any aspect of business. This model could be further altered to provide expansion and will be the opportunity for SME’s, larger enterprises and other entities to implement new and dynamic knowledge management development competency cluster validation models. The potential for future research can be validated through the use of various quantitative experimental designs. As mentioned earlier in this paper, the Critical Incident Technique provided guidance for this theoretical study and would serve a productive methodology for further research in this topical area. Whether future research involves qualitative or quantitative analysis, it is clear that the propositions within this model will serve as productive components in the development of a SME knowledge management program.

APPENDIX A

Desired Competency Cluster Validation
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